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We'll be back Monday, 
March 27 with our 
next issue/
from, yourfriends at The Tiger 
Clemson sorority institutes 
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women as members - -~ thoughts on open = 
Annabel Zane campus that has a formal AXO has more = carry gun laws 
Contributor policy allowing transgender than 230,000 members 
= women to be ,. extended nationwide, although in schools? 
=TALKa bid. the decision is not being 111111111111 I I I l 111111111111111I1111I1111111111I11111111 I1111111 I I If
All women will now 
Jessie Bailey, President universally embraced. Some 
have the opportunity to 
of Clemson's Sexuality and comments posted on Harris' 
become members of Alpha 
Gender Alliance, said she video announcement
Chi Omega (AXO}, as the 
was excited to hear about the have included negative
sorority has announced 
decision of AXO's national reactions such as, "I am 
it will allow chapters to I think having a gun while on aorganization to accept very disappointed and am 
accept transgender women. 
transgender women. "Trans withdrawing all support," college campus is unnnecessary and
In a Feb. 1 7 statement, 
and non-binary women as well as positive reactions
AXO's National President slightly scary to think about. What 
who want to join sororities such as, "So proud to be an 
Angela Harris said, "If 
and have a perfectly normal Alpha Chi Omega today!" reason would you have to need a gun 
to continue to livewe are 
college experience - just Although some backlash has while at school? - Alexa Sebastyen,this important mission in 
like any cisgender woman been received in response
today's world, Alpha Chi sophomore marketing major
- should be able to do so," to the announcement, the 
Omega must be inclusive of 
Bailey said (Non-binary majority of feedback has 
all who live and identify as 
individuals do not identify been positive. 
women, regardless of their 
as male or female; cisgender Harriett-Graham 
gender assigned at birth." 
individuals are thpse whose Courtney, the Associate 
Harris said the decision 
biological sex and gender Director for Fraternity
is a response to broad social 
identity are aligned). and ,Sorority Life at If it's able to be seen, I'm honestly
trends that "chtilenged [us] 
Bailey said that there are at Clemson, said. she does not not comfortable with it, butto reexamine / the· co~cepts 
present "LGBTQ-focused know of any transgender
of sisterhood and sorority professors should be allowed to havesororities" across· the women who have come 
through the lens ofa quickly 
country, but only a handful through, .Clemso~'s sor~rity concealed weapons if they have the
changing landscape." 
and none are currently recruitment thus far. 
The new policy will proper documentation and training.
at Clemson. Courtney also said 
allow each independent 
In knowing that there is she does not know if other - Kaybren Boyd, freslunan 
chapter to decide whether 
a choice to be made by each sororities will decide to engineenng ma1or or not it wishes to accept 
chapter, Bailey said, "I hope become more inclusive. 
transgender women. 
more sororities follow m In regards to other 
Kayla Schilling, AXO's 
AXO's footsteps, and l,i'hppe chapters on campus, "Each 
Theta Lambda Chapter 
that Jndividual chapters in t e r nati on al/ national
President at Clemson, I am fine with college students having
make an intentional effort organization sets their own
said, "Nationals d,ecided to concealed weapons on cainpus. Not soto follow these guidelines." membership requirements,"
spread the news via social 
Although the first she said. "So, it is unknown much in dorm rooms, but it's fine as to
media and they are currently 
AXO chapter was founded whether it will affect
in the process I of sharing have them on campus as long as they
in 1885, transgender other organ.izations." 
details with individual 
inclusion has only become Through passed the concealed carry course andher
chapters." Schilling 
announcementan issue in the last few Harris keep them in cars when necessary. -declined to · comment on 
years, as society's views on stressed the belief that
what the school's chapter Drew Bailey, freslunan
gender and gender identity "the power of womens' 
will do until she has "more • • •
have begun to change. organizations is real and engineermg rna1orPhotos courtesy of my.Clemsoninformation on the hard 
Harris said the sorority necessary," and that with 
details." In any case, all 
was prompted to revise its these changes Alpha Chi
AXO chapters will continue 
bylaws in response to many Omega will continue to Professor discusses overview, effects of 
to recruit based on their 
inquires from transgender embrace their mission to 
current standards of 
women interested in "develop and empower President Trump1s new Exec. orders 
academic interest, character, 
joining. She said the new strong women." Harris 
financial responsibility, 
policy reflects a "sincere said she hopes that others Chris Edwards there are many issued, a "Executive orders have 
leadership ability and 
desire to create a sorority "will stand with me, and Contributor president's party has little always been controversial 
personal development. 
experience that more the rest of the National control, but if they very and highly salient." Dr. 
Currently Kappa 
fully reflects the realities Council, in embracing President Trump few are issued, their party Rudalevige said. According
Kappa Gamma is the only 
of today's women, in Alpha Chi Omega's issued a new Executive has solid control over to the professor, this is 
sorority on Clemson's 
today's world." inclusive approach." order (E.O.) on Congress. There is also a best demonstrated right 
immigration last Monday, spike in E.O.s, according now, while Democrats 
prompting questions from to Dr. Rudalevige, when are arguing that President 
many on its application a new president from an Trump is issuing too 
and the reasons for its opposing party comes into many unconstitutionalPHOTO OF THE WEEK use, as well as how the office. The new president E.O.s, and Republicans 
order will be constructed issues E.O.s aimed at are defending him and 
and implemented. repealing those left arguing that his orders are#TheTigerThroUJback 
Dr. Andrew over from the opposing within the bounds of the 
Rudalevige, Presidential party's presidency. constitution. Republicans 
Scholar and the Thomas Executive orders made this same argument 
Brackett Reed Professor of are issued, written and against the E.O.s that 
Government at Bowdoin proposed by different Obama issued, calling 
College, came to Clemson departments in the them unconstitutional,c~ last Tuesday to give a talk president's administration. and Democrats defended 
about E.O.s. Rudalevige Only a small few are him in the same way~eo'< 
said that presidents often actually written by the that Republicans are now 
Qtl\.~ 
1e 
use E.O.s to bypass administration itself. Any defending Trump. 
Congress when Congress E.O., Dr. Rudalevige says, Dr. Rudalevige said, 
attempts to halt progress must first be read by the "Presidents are pretty good 
on legislation a president White House Counsel, a at finding that vagueness 
finds important. Obama group of lawyers working and using it to their 
in 2008 and 2009 had in the White House and advantage.'; Presidents 
success passing the things responsible for legally can heavily interpret the 
he wanted, with a success advising the president constitution, laws or 
rate of nearly 90 percent. and his administration. previous court rulings . 
However, after · the This must be done so to do what they want. 
Democrats lost the 2010 that the E.O. can stand However, an imperial 
midterms, his success rate up to the State courts if Presidency is prevented 
in passing bills dropped they challenge it. Trump's easily because, according 
very. low. This is typical new E.O., Dr. Rudalevige to Dr. Rudalevige, the 
among presidents who argues, was much more "executive branch isn't 
face an opposition party thoroughly read over by a hierarchy." The chief 
in Congress according the White House Counsel executive isn't able toI 
to Rudalevige. than was his first E.O. "order his will [to the 
The number of E.O.s issued m January. It government]." Other 
that are issued gives a can take anywhere from states and other areas of 
hint as to how much one to one hundred the government can stop 
control the president's days for an E.O. to the president's orders fromI The Tiger's front page on Oct. 17, 2008 featured furmer Head CoachTommy Bowden's decision 
party has in Congress. If be ordered. being implemented.
to resign from the position. Bowden worked fur Clemson's football program fur 10 years. 
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Top five things you need to know this week 
Clemson admins 'denounce' 
Trump's recent exec. order 
Clemson · University administration "publicly 
denounced central aspects" of President Trump's second 
Executive order on travel, according to a release from 
organizers of the "Campaign Against Silence." 
The release labeled the administration's denouncement 
of sections of the ban as a "dramatic reversal;" it stated that 
Vice President for Student Affairs Almeda Jacks "stated that 
Clemson would not lobby against the ban ... that Clemson 
University President Jim Clements would 'stand in the 
middle of the road."' 
Assistant Director of Clemson Media Relations John 
Gouch told The Tiger that "our position has not changed" 
regarding the administration's stance on both of the 
Executive orders on travel. Gouch said that the university 
has been working to have the ban rescinded since the 
beginning. 
"That isn't the point," May said in another email to 
The Tiger. "The point is that they said something on the 
record about opposing Trump's policy, which is what we've 
been asking for all along." 
See the full story online at thetigernews.com. 
Clemson student writes column 
on campus' diversity issues 
Emily Blackshire, a senior language and international 
health major, wrote a jointly published open letter to Clemson 
University as a guest columnist for Greenville Online and 
Anderson Independent Mail: 
"Before I get started, know that this is not a traditional 
love letter. If you expect me to shower you in graces, I'm 
sorry, it will have to wait for another day. I'm not writing this 
because I don't love you, because I really do, but because I 
think you're ill, and because I know you could do better . . .. 
It is the blind acceptance of our collective love for 
Clemson that seems to drown out the most important parts 
ofour shared story - that we are all here now; that we are 
working towards a truly inclusive place; that despite an ever 
present struggle, we have so many opportunities to learn and 
s«;> much to contribure to this place now." 
Read the full story online at greenvilleonline.com or 
independentmail.com 
Development company 
discusses new housing bid 
A new downtown Clemson student housing bid 
was publicly vetted for the first time this Tuesday; city 
officials and about two dozen residents were in attendance, 
according to an article by Anderson Independent Mail. 
Gilbane Development Co. executive Michael Apt 
addressed Clemson's Board of Architectural Review on 
the 109 apartment, 373 bedroom and 400-vehicle parking 
garage plan. 
Apt cited enrollment growth and students' want of 
being closer to campus as reasons for the viability of the 
project. 
Allen Hodges, a resident of Strode Circle, spoke out 
against the project in the wake of the nigh completion of 
the University House and Earle Street student apartment 
projects. 
"We've got construction fatigue in downtown 
Clemson," said Hodges. 
Apt said the plan is dependent on the completion of 
the expansion of the Cochran Road wastewater treatment 
plan, which is necessary to support the students who would 
live in the completed housing. 
Duke Energy to add CHP 
on campus 
Duke Energy has a quietly progressing project of building a 
$50.8 million combined heat-and-power (CHP) plant on Clemson 
University's campus, according to an article in the Charlotte Business 
Journal. 
Duke Energy Carolinas proposes to build a 16-megawatt, gas­
fired power plant that will replace coal-fired boilers at Clemson. The 
excess heat will be used to produce steam, which Duke will sell to 
Oemson for university housing. 
Duke acquired the 1.35 acres for the plant last April when the 
Clemson Board ofTrustees approved leasing it two parcels. This was 
years after the university noted the possibility ofa CHP project in its 
2011 Sustainability Action Plan. 
Assistant Director of Clemson Media Relations John Gouch 
said that the university is not aware ofany objections to the proposed 
projects fi:om students or the community. 
Duke expects to have the plant operational by April 2019. 
More than 300 courses 
will be offered, including 
online courses, independent 
studies, internships and 
study abroad . 
. 
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Former Boeing rep to 
become a head in business, 
engineering colleges 
Clemson's College of Business and College ofEngineering, 
Computing and Applied Sciences have announced Jack Jones 
will become the colleges' Executive in Residence, beginning this 
semester, according to a media release. 
Jones, retired vice president of Boeing's aircraft assembly 
business in North Charleston, South Carolina, had a 35 year 
career with Boeing in Washington state and South Carolina, 
retiring in 2015 after leading the assembly operations of the 787 
Dreamliner commercial aircraft. 
Jones will assist students and faculty in the areas of 
consulting, strategies and careers, and is expected to also serye as 
a guest lecturer and meet in ad hoc sessions with undergraduate 
and graduate students and faculty groups from both colleges. 
Dean Bobby McCormick of business said that more 
collaboration between the business and engineering disciplines 
is in the offing as both colleges prepare their students for "real­
world engagements" through experiential learning. 
CRIME LOG 
March 10: Location: 200 Block 
Location: 100 Block Charleston Ave. 
Pressley Dr Time: Around 10 a.m. 
Time: Around Incident: Theft of 
midnight Vehicle 
Incident: Loud Music/ 
Party March 5: 
Location: 100 Block 
March 8: Sheriff Rd 
Location: 400 Block Time: Around 1 p.m. 
Lindsay Rd Incident: Breaking and 
Time: Around 6 p.m. Entering 
Incident: Loud Music/ 
Party . Location: 100 Block 
Elm St 
March 6: Time: Around 11 a.m. 
Location: 100 Block Incident: Theft of 
Berkeley Pk Vehicle 
Time: Around noon 
Incident: Theft of 
Vehicle 
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Tigra Scientifica: Sexy squids 
Scientists explore what makes female pygmy squids tick 
Christopher Heijjer example, in l paradoxus, influence fertilization can counterintuitive: why would 
Contributor once the sperm are deposited help us to better understand the female remove a majority 
into the female's seminal how female choice can still of a male's sperm if only
The Japanese pygmy receptacle, she can dispose be a strong force of sexual to allow that male to still
squid, Jdiosepius paradoxus, of them in two ways - she selection." fertilize their eggs?
lives an innocuous existence can either blow water into This is where a group of Dr. Sato and his
tethered to the seagrass of her seminal receptacle to biologists led by Dr. Noriyosi team propose that this
the Japanese South Pacific dislodge the sperm, or she Sato of Nagasaki University behavior may provide
Ocean. can consume them. come in. Noriyosi and his some evolutionary benefit
At about the size of a Although CFC has been team recently published a in what is called "genetic
child's thumb, this delicate documented in multiple report in Evolution that bet-hedging," whereby the
squid could be viewed as species, its origin and effects explores how the sexual females collect sperm of
the less exciting dwarf to are still dubious. Clemson peculiarities of /. paradoxus many different males inits more colorful and well­ evolutionary biologist Dr. influence sperm removal, order to birth a brood thatknown cousin, the common Margaret Ptacek is hopeful fertilization success and is genetically diverse. This
cuttlefish. However, what that these squid could offer sexual selection. behavior is not only novel,
l paradoxus lacks m color insight into the specific What they observed was but serves as a reminder
and size, it makes up for in mechanism of CFC. confounding. Although the of the importance thatbehavioral novelty, engaging "While difficult to females removed more sperm genetic diversity has in the 
m a rare mating practice measure in many animal from males with shorter survival and evolution of
called cryptic female choice species, the squid system copulation times, these organisms. Dr. Norisoyi(CFC). seems to offer a tractable way removals did not necessarily and his colleagues haveCFC is the process by to separate female choice eliminate the possibility of shown that watching
which females discard their from male-male sperm fertilization for those males. animals have sex is not onlymate's sperm after copulation, competition," Ptacek said. "A Instead, various fathers were interesting, but imperativeallowing females to monitor better understanding of how represented in the offspring. to the advancement of sexualthe sperms' quality, volume these post-mating processes This behavior may seem selection research. 
and fertilization success. For 
t 
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BASEBALL PLAYLIST: WHO MAKES THE GRADE? 
Story by Allison Daniel and Myra Hutto II Sports Editor and Contributor 
There are new rules to this game_, boys. You don't get three strikes becauseyou're only getting two. Let's hopeyou don't strike 
out with both ef us. Your pitches may be smooth andJast_, but canyour jams pass our test? 
Patrick Andrews, 
Relief Pitcher 
"Closer" by Kings 
of Leon 
ar 1e arnes, 
Starting Pitcher 
"Showtime" by 
Jon Langston 
Jeremy Beasley, Relief 
Pitcher 
"God's Gonna Cut You 
Down" by Johnny Cash 
Paul Campbell, 
Relief Pitcher 
"I'm Shipping Up To 
Boston" by The 
Dropkick Murphys 
Brooks Crawford, Relief 
Pitcher 
"Midnight City" by m83 
Alex Eubanks, 
Starting Pitcher 
''When the Lights Go Out" 
by the Black Keys 
I 
I 
Myra: This is a C-. This is similar 
to the ESPN beginning, but it's 
' frightening and strange. If I want to 
· be frightened, then I will look at my 
grades on Blackboard. I'm going to 
give you some solid advice: change 
this immediately. 
Allison: I'm actually digging this song 
choice; I'll give it a B+. It isn't blow 
me away amazing but it is definitely 
something I can jam to while waiting 
for you to warm up. I just hope 
you can take one step closer to an 
amazing season. 
M: This is amazing, and I don't know 
you but you're amazing too! This is an 
A+. I am a sucker for country music 
and baseball together. I honestly don't 
want to quit listening and judge the 
rest of the mediocre music (cough 
cough "Crown" is not a baseball song). 
A: I'm with Myra on this one, A+ for 
this song choice. It's the perfect mix of 
soothing and exciting. So far this year, 
it's definitely been your show time so 
this song is perfect. 
M: I love the beat and the stomping/ 
clapping in the background, so I could 
see how this could calm you down and 
get the rhythm ofyour ball just right. I'm 
just not a Johnny Cash fan, so this is a 
solid B+. Who knows, maybe I'll grow to 
love it like Pinder's haircut. 
A: Bold song choice here, Mr. Beasley, 
and for that you get a B+. If this is 
what you are walking out to, you have 
to dominate on the mound. I expect 
good things from you the rest of 
the season. 
M: The beginning is great. It reminds 
me of Ireland or something cool like 
that, so I'm going to give you a B. 
The lyrics are awful, and I had to take 
some Aspirin because of it. Irish, you 
pitch nothing but strikeouts and hit 
nothing besides homeruns. 
A: Myra is spot on once again with this 
one. The beat is wonderful but the lyrics 
are not my cup of tea. I'll still give it a 
C+ because it is very original and that's 
always worth a few bonus points. 
M: I was really hoping your song 
choice would be good because a friend 
would hurt me if I gave you a failing 
grade, but that's not going to happen 
today! This is a great song, and this 
genre isn't used very often successfully. 
I hope your fastball is as good as your 
ears because they are fantastic. A+, 
my friend. 
A: I was honestly insanely excited 
when I finally figured out the name 
of this song because I've been dying to 
add it to my playlist since the first time 
I heard it. I was wondering how you 
could top "Can't Stop" by the Red Hot 
Chili Peppers but you found a way to 
and a way to get an A+ from both ofus. 
M: I'm feeling this! I'm giving you an A 
It has a weird vibe to it, but I like it a lot. 
I love when songs are chosen that no one 
thinks of using or that I've never heard 
before. I love the beat to it. It has the 
right amount of force and hype mixed 
in with something to calm the nerves. 
A: As soon as this one came on, I felt 
very relaxed yet very excited for what 
was going to come next. I was on the 
fence of giving it an A or B but with 
your performance lately, I'll give you 
the A+. 
Ryley Gilliam, Closer 
"Holy Diver" by Dio 
M: No. Just no. This is a bad move. I 
thought that the pitchers were better 
that the others, but Ryley, you are the 
exception to the rule. This is a D. It's 
tolerable, so at least you're not getting 
A: Yeah, I'm not feeling this song 
either. I like the beat of it but the 
vocals ruin it and push what would be 
a C+ to a D+. 
Jacob Hennessy, 
Relief Pitcher 
"Mississippi Queen" 
by Mountain 
M: Do you ever have those feelings 
when you want to watch more Netflix 
and it asks you if you're still there but 
you're too lazy to say that you are? That's 
how I feel when I listen to this song. I 
don't hate it, but I certainly don't love it. 
I'm just going to sit in my seat in the 
outfield and feel eh. C for you. 
A: OK, OK, maybe I am a bit biased 
here because "Mississippi Queen" was 
the first song on "Guitar Hero" I made 
100% on in expert, but this song has 
a special place in my heart. Ask Myra, 
I was very excited when I heard it play 
the first time you walked out. So, for 
finding a song that is sentimental to 
me, you get an A! Creative. 
M: I don't know what I le,~· Iilore, 
Eric Church or your song choice. You ' 
can never go wrong with him because 
he is the best. A+, Krall! This song is 
exactly what baseball is. 
A: You already know where this is 
heading. Country music + baseball ': ;,, 
A+. This one is even better because it 
starts out very slow and calming and 
builds up exactly like the crowd in DKS 
when they are ready to see you pitch. 
M: I WYE THIS. You are the winner 
today, my favorite Tiger. This is just 
brilliant, and you're up there in my fuvs 
along with the grounds crew. Thank 
sweet baby Jesus that you know great 
songs. Maybe Jolly can learn great songs 
from you that are still religious. A+++. 
You're the best. 
Mitchell Miller, Relief A: I knew Myra was going to love this 
Pitcher "Thank God I'm one, and I do too. It's fun, it's peppy 
a Country Boy" by and upbeat, it's basically perfect. A+ 
John Denver from me. 
M: I really like the beat and his voice, 
but the lyrics are quite insulting. Why 
can't you be like the other Miller and 
have a simple country song? I'm giving 
you a B for basic boy. 
A: Yeah, no. I'm not a fan ofthis song at 
all. The beat doesn't fit with the lyrics to 
me and, as Myra said, they are not very Ryan Miller, Relief Pitcher 
nice. I'm giving it a D, and that's being 
''What A Feeling" by 
a bit generous. 
Collie Buddz 
"'These are the grades fur some, but not all, ofthe Oemson pitching staff.* 
Photos courtesy ofOemson Athletics 
Pat Krall, Starting Pitcher 
"The Outsiders" by 
Eric Church 
If you had a walk-up song, what 
would it be? 
Hit us up on our Twitter (@ 
theti,gerspor'ts) and we ,nay~t k'.P: 
:P<¥Mr answersfor all of ourfollowers 
to see! 
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Clemson misses chance at NCAA tournament 
Disappointing season spells troublefor Brownell, Tigers 
H-
KIM MONTUORO//Photo Editor 
Marcquise Reed (2) poses and celebrates with teammates during a game against Syracuse. 
arc ta 
Cole (Sports SSW): Duke 
Colin (Asst. Sports Editor): UCLA 
Allison (Sports Editor): Kansas 
Kody (Associate Editor): Duke 
Joseph (Timeout Editor): Purdue 
I 
I 
I 
L 
Cole Little 
Senior StajfWriter 
It certainly 1s not 
uncommon for a college 
basketball team's 17-15 season 
to seem like a disappointment, 
but it is uncommon for a 17-15 
season to seem disappointing 
in the way that the Clemson 
Tigers' 2016-2017 season does. 
A season defined by solid play 
on behalf of the Tigers and a 
competitive spirit constantly 
on display in the competitive 
ACC, Clemson came up 
empty-handed so many times 
in tight-knit games that the 
sense of disappointment 
cannot help but be evident 
now that the Tigers' NCM 
Tournament hopes have 
been dashed. 
Losing an uncanny 
amount of games by slim 
margins, the Tigers were 
consistently outmatched in 
ACC play late in regulation. 
Firting with the theme, the 
Tigers were unable to take 
advantage of a poor offensive 
showing by Duke in an ACC 
Tournament game, falling by 
seven in a game that saw Duke 
hit shots when it mattered most 
while Clemson did not. 
Clemson lost six games 
by two possessions or less to 
ranked opponents this season, 
which is a definitive indicator 
of what made this year so 
frustrating and disappointing. 
While a 6-12 conference 
record certainly is not adequate 
for receiving an at-large into 
the NCM Tournament, 
Clemson's near-victories are 
proof enough that they were 
very close to receivµig that bid 
that has eluded them for six 
years now. 
Speaking on the tenacity 
of his team, even in the face of 
adversity, Clemson head coach 
Brad Brownell told reporters 
after the loss to Duke, "Our 
guys fought back, now. That's 
what we do. We're a tough 
team to knock out." 
Although they were 
definitely a tough out all season, 
highlighted by their valiant 
overtime loss to North Carolina 
in a game that saw the much 
bigger Tar Heels out-rebound 
the Tigers by 19, the Clemson 
Tigers could never quite garner 
the conference wins that truly 
mattered. Clemson's lone win 
over a ranked opponent this 
season came against South 
Carolina in mid-December, a 
game in which the Tigers were 
outplayed but proved to be 
the more resilient and poised 
team in crunch time. Over 
the course of conference play, 
Clemson played the opposite 
role in many games, losing 
several hard-fought matchups 
that they probably should 
have won. 
Boasting a top-15 
schedule in terms of difficulty 
for a sizable chunk ofthe season, 
the Tigers were not given any 
free passes this year, and they 
definitely never made it seem as 
though they were outmatched 
in a conference teeming 
with powerhouses. However, 
many what-ifs surround this 
season for Clemson. What if 
incumbent starting point guard 
Shelton Mitchell had not been 
battling a knee injury, which 
was suffered in the preseason, 
all year? What ifpower forward 
Elijah Thomas had been 
eligible to play during the fall 
semester? What ifClemson had 
been able to upset UNC early 
on in conference play? 
There are too many 
hypothetical questions that are 
impossible to answer, adding 
to the frustration. With star 
forward Jaron Blossomgame 
returning for his redshirt 
senior season, high hopes 
naturally surrounded this year's 
Clemson club, as Blossomgame 
was slated to combine with 
fellow versatile scorers Donte 
Grantham and Avry Holmes 
to lead the Tigers to the NCM 
Tournament. The season 
presented itself with many 
twists and turns along the way 
for the Tigers, though, as it did 
not progress according to plan. 
While Grantham 
struggled down the stretch and 
veteran scorer Gabe DeVoe 
never quite came into his 
own, transfer shooting guard 
Marcquise Reed picked up 
the slack, becoming the Tigers' 
most reliable shooter, despite 
the fact that he came off of 
the bench. Thomas exceeded 
expectations, as well, taking 
charge from the get-go once 
eligible, proving to be the 
Tigers' most vital presence 
down low. Seemingly in flux 
throughout the season, though, 
it was almost as if the Tigers 
never quite settled into any 
type of rhythm. With streaky 
shooters and lineup changes 
to reflect as much, Clemson 
always gave off the vibe of 
a team attempting to find 
itself in the most dominant 
conference in the nation. 
Unfortunately for the Tigers' 
sake, that likely prevented them 
from establishing themselves as 
a top tier team ofthe ACC. 
Due to a lack of size in 
the frontcourt and a lack of 
continuity on a game-by-game 
basis regarding which Tigers 
contributed in the scoring 
department, the Tigers simply 
could not compete at a high 
level on a regular enough 
basis to be relevant in NCM 
Tournament discussions 
this regular season. With 
Blossomgame graduating, 
there will be a change in 
leadership for the Tigers next 
year, leaving more questions 
regarding the fumre of the 
Tigers as they transition to a 
new season. Perhaps next year 
will bring with it more stability 
to a team attempting to again 
become a legitimate power in 
the most powerful conference, 
as the talent is definitely there. 
It just has to showcase itself 
on a regular basis. Only time 
will tell. 
KIM MONTUORO//Photo Editor 
Jaron Blossomgame (5) was a big player in his final season as 
a Tigtt, but the team managed to just miss the tournament. 
March Madness primed to be 
filled with unpredicatability 
Cole Little 
Senior StajfWriter 
Arguably nothing in the 
sporting world consistently 
transfixes sports fans quite like 
the NCM Men's Basketball 
Tournament. Colloquially 
and understandably known 
as March Madness or the 
Big Dance, the NCM 
Tournament brings with it 
all of the frenetic, fast-paced 
excitement that embodies the 
essence of college hoops - and 
is the ultimate fan experience 
because ofit. From the highly 
anticipated selection show to 
the abundance of thrilling 
upsets to the bracket picking 
contests that dominate college 
basketball fans' lives for three 
weeks, March Madness has it 
all. And this year, it is setting 
up to be as mad as ever. 
This college basketball 
season has been perhaps 
the most continually 
unpredictable as any season 
ever, with the level ofparity in 
each major conference making 
for a regular season filled with 
ups and down and twists 
and turns every night. While 
there have been a handful of 
top-notch contenders who 
have played the part for the 
duration of the season, such 
as the Kansas Jayhawks and . 
the defending champion 
Villanova Wildcats, many 
of the top tier ,teams that are 
now heading into the Big 
Dance endured their struggles 
off and on this season. 
From the ACC 
Tournament champion 
Duke Blue Devils to the Pac-
12 Tournament champion 
Ariwna Wildcats, several 
of the nation's powerhouses 
experienced lulls at times 
this year, contributing to the 
parity that became a mainstay 
of this college basketball 
season. Fully epitomized by 
the reality that the Vanderbilt 
Commodores shaped up 
as the first 15-loss team to 
receive an at-large bid into 
the Tourney, the 2016-2017 
slate was as competitive and 
unpredictable as ever, which 
has March Madness primed to 
provide the same level of edge­
of-your-seat excitement. 
A byproduct of the one­
and-done era, the glaring 
lack of veteran-laden rosters 
pertaining to some of the 
nation's best teams contributed 
to the parity that was this 
college basketball season, as 
the abundance of freshmen 
playing the part of floor 
general on a game-by-game 
basis made for discontinuity in 
terms of caliber of play. With 
so many rosters in flux coming 
into this season due to last 
year's mass exodus of talent to 
the NBA Draft, many of the 
nation's most talented teams, 
with regard to NBA prospects, 
never came to fruition. For 
example, the Washington 
Huskies boasted perhaps the 
top NBA prospect in the 
nation in guard Markelle Fultz 
but were dreadful throughout 
the season, finishing as one 
of the bottom feeders of the 
Pac-12. 
Serving as a microcosm 
of the paradox that is college 
hoops, the constant volatility 
in the polls and bracket 
projections that featured 
prominently this season 
should make for an intense 
tournament filled with upsets 
and close games has never 
been experienced before. The 
makeup of the tournament 
is the same as always, with 
68 teams competing for the 
national championship. 
Eight teams will battle it 
out in what will effectively be 
four play-in games early on 
this week for a right to play in 
the Round of 64. Beginning 
with the Round of 64, the 
Tourney is broken up into 
three four-team tournaments, 
with the first and second 
rounds taking place at eight 
different locations across the 
country. At those locations 
are a couple of four-team 
pods based on seeding. Teams 
are seeded one through 16 
in four different regionals, 
\, 
all reflecting the projected 
likelihood that each seeded 
team will advance as far as the 
Final Four. The rounds of 64 
and 32 form the groundwork 
for the first week's four-team 
tournament, which is followed 
by the Sweet 16 and Elite 
Eight at the regional sites the 
next week. The Final Four, 
slated to take place in Phoenix, 
Ariwna this season, marks the 
most exciting event of the year 
for college basketball season, 
and it caps off March Madness 
on the final Saturday and 
Monday of the Tournament. 
From bracket-busters 
to Cinderella teams to 
sleeper picks, the jargon is 
rich when it comes to the 
NCM Tournament and 
understandably so. There is 
arguably no other sporting 
event that regularly captivates 
an audience like March 
Madness, especially in the 
opening round. With so many 
games occurring throughout 
the course ofthe day on the first 
Thursday and Friday, it sets 
the tone for the most frenetic 
tournament in all of sports. 
The NCM Tournament 
selection committee likely had 
its hands full like never before 
this year, as the relatively even 
playing field and lack of clear­
cut favorites probably made 
for an interesting seeding 
process. Therefore, nothing 
should be considered out of 
the question with regard to 
this year's March Madness, 
as the unexpected should be 
expected. 
The madness will be 
in full force beginning on 
Tuesday and should not relent 
until the final buzzer sounds 
in the championship game. 
The field is wide open and 
the national title is up for 
grabs. Only one team will be 
able to overcome the parity 
and claim the throne, and a 
68-ceam tournament built for 
shining moments will serve as 
the path to righteousness for 
the new kings of the college 
basketball world. 
, 
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THIS WIIK'S TOPIC WHIRi SHOULD CHASI PINDER 
BAT IN CLIMSDN1S LINIUP7 
BAT FIRST BAT FOURTH 
Colin Halm 
Asst. Sports Editor 
Chase Pinder lias spent 
most of the young .2017 
season batting fourth. This 
is not his optimal position 
in the lineup, as proved by 
some advanced analytics 
and a splash of common 
sense. 
Pinder served as a 
fantastic leadoff man last 
season. His basic statistics 
measured out quite well, 
but his advanced stats prove 
that he is best suited to be 
in the top spot. After some 
extensive stats calculating, 
Pinder's true offensive 
contributions have been 
quantified. 
Starting off simple, 
his batting average finished 
at .305 and his on-base 
percentage was .422. Both 
are good marks and not 
inflated by intentional 
walks (looking at you 
Seth Beer). While his 
high slugging percentage 
is somewhat surprising at 
.471, but not necessarily 
a reason he shouldn't be 
hitting first. 
It is possible Coach 
Lee saw that he was hitting 
enough doubles and home 
runs to warrant a spot 
further down in the order, 
but he isn't ripping the 
cover the ball either and 
doesn't need to slide down 
any further. 
Looking at some 
advanced statistics, the one 
that pops out the most is 
wOBA (weighted on-base 
average). This is not a stat 
that pops up often, but 
it is one of the best stats 
for examining the overall 
offensive production of a 
player. Pinder lands at a 
robust .397 which 1s an 
incredible number. 
That number falls 
just short of NCAA All­
American caliber which 
hovers around .400. 
OPS (on-base plus 
slugging) is another stat, 
one which combines the 
on-base percentage with 
the slugging percentage to 
provide an essential super­
score. 
. Pinder finishes at .893 
for the 2016 season, but 
that really underrates him 
.is a hitter. OPS assumes 
that slugging and on-base 
are equal, which they are 
not. Hence the need for 
wOBA. Pinder's wOBA 
number is a sign that he 
might be the best pure 
hitter on the team, or at 
least in competition with 
Seth Beer. 
That sounds like 
Coach Lee would want 
him batting behind Beer, 
but when someone bats 
leadoff, they get the most 
amount of at-bats over the 
length of a season. 
Therefore, you would 
want to have your best , 
hitter come up as much :is 
possible. It makes too much 
sense to have Pinder at the 
top providing the spark and 
giving RBI opportunities to 
those below him. 
Other important 
statistics needed to make 
an informed decision is 
the ISO number, ·as well 
as his strikeout and walk 
percentages. ISO is short 
for isolated power and 
measures how much power 
the hitter has. Pinder 
has about average power 
which isn't very helpful for 
someone in the middle of 
the order, but is much more 
conducive to a hitter at the 
top of the order. 
Power is often wasted if 
used without men on base, 
which Pinder would see 
more of as a leadoff hitter. 
Strikeout and walk · 
percentages are the nail 
m the coffin for this 
case. Pinder in the 2016 
regular season had a K 
percent of 12.92 percent 
and a ·BB percent of 13.65 
percent. Both of those 
numbers, when looked at 
simultaneously, reveal · a 
player chat walks a lot and 
strikes out very little. 
Oftentimes, contact hitters 
strikeout very little, but 
also walk very little because 
of their natural tendency to 
swing at as many strikes as 
possible. Conversely, power 
hitters get walked often 
because pitchers don't to 
give up more than one base 
to them. 
What Pinder does is he 
combines the impressive 
judgment ·of a contact 
hitter and the high walk 
tendencies of a power 
hitter to become an on­
base machine. Pinder .is the 
penultimate leadoff man 
because he gets on base 
early and often. 
+ 
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Chase Pinder (5) is currently batting .389, the highest 
on the team. 
Allison Daniel ing to him, but Pinder has 
Sports Editor made them pay for it more 
than once by delivering aMonte Lee loves 
hit.playing around with his 
Of course, none of thislineups and is not afraid 
matters. if the Tigers in front to move players around to 
of Beer and Pinder can'ttry and find a solution that 
find ways to get on base.works. Perhaps his hardest 
K.J. Bryant spent a coupletest so far this year has been 
of games in the leadofftrying to find someone to 
role but was not able tofill the leadoff spot for the 
give the type of productionTigers. 
there that is necessary. LeeLast season, Chase 
then turned to freshmanPinder batted leadoff in 
shortstop Logan Davidson.every game and was very 
Statistically, this wasn't asuccessful there. He had an 
bad move. Davidson had aexcellent on base percent­
.324 batting average and anage of .412 and a total of 
on base percentage of .390.43 walks on the season. He 
However, Davidsonwas able to set the table for 
struggled in that leadoffthe power hitters behind 
spot and his averagehim in Seth Beer, Chris 
dropped to .250. Lee pulled Okey and then Chris Wil­
him from that spot in theliams later in the year. 
second game of the NotreHowever, this season 
Dame series to put Pinderthings are different. Okey 
back in. Davidson was onlyis gone and can no longer 
given four games to adjustbat behind Beer to protect 
to his new role, movinghim. Last year, if a team 
from the low part of thewalked Beer, they then had 
order to the very top. Givento pitch to Okey who could 
more time, he could become do just as much damage as 
exactly what the Tigers need he could. 
up there. In his time inWilliams seemed to be 
leadoff, he wasn't able tothe ideal choice to fill that 
generate many hits, but hehole in the lineup, but an 
was able to work more thaninjured hand that kept him 
one crucial walk that led toout the first several games 
Clemson scores.has stopped him from mak­
Davidson also hasing as large of an impact in 
the most stolen bases forthe lineup as originally ex­
Clemson, wi.th• • five onpected. . 
six attempts. Speed ana ·.The seemingly unl_ike­
the ability to steal bas~sly candid~te to . bat behind 
.is · another quality \hat . i's ,Beer i11 ~lie, cleanup spot is . 
es·sential ·,o a leadoff~tatte~, " "' Pinder. While he is not a 
' giving even more re~son. topower hitter, he is a reliable 
giv:e.Da¢dson a !ittte-:\)ol'}gfr , · ~ one. , ':- ":T·A·· \-~~.~ • , './ 
to prove himself ih\ th.atEven'. in · that leadoff 
I , spot, Again~t. rival 1outhspot las~ ye.i.r, he has 46 
Carolina in a decisive ~meRBIs, t~ird • 'cin the team 
three of the series, Daviionbehind Beer and Okey re­
was . leading off the cop\ ofspectively. He also had a 
the 11th inning f~~ rpe.471 s\ugging percentage 
Tigers. He worked a wa)'f,and did! have 11 homeruns, 
I stole second, moved to thitdthe th~rd Tiger to break 
on a sac bunt from Reeddouble / digits in that cat­ • I
Rohlman and scored on \I.egory l~st season. 
wild pitch. That run proved .Sd far this year, Lee 
to be the winning run of the • has had Pinder behind Beer 
game and might not havein the order, and he has 
happened without his speed excelled there. Currently, 
on the base paths. he Ieids the team with a 
While Davidson may.380 batting average and 
not be the answer to theis tied with Beer with the 
question of leading off,most. RBIs at 13. Yes, that's 
Pinder needs to stay lowerrigh~, Pinder currently has 
in the lineup to protect Beer as many RBIs as homerun 
and give Clemson a chancemachine Seth Beer. For 
to generate more RBIcomparison, the next high­
opportunities.est on the team is Andrew 
Coi. with nine. 
Teams have, of course, still 
walked Beer to avoid pitch-
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The Tiger mascot performs pushups equal to the amount of points Clemson has scored during the game. The tradidon was started in 1978 by then mascot, Zach Mills. 
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Graduate Student Government 
PresNP-eiect letters 
GSG elections were recently held, and with Courtney Allen and 
Aury Kangelos nam,ed as President- and Vice President-elect 
respectively, they have a lot ofwork to do to fill the shoes oftheir 
predecessors. Read their letters to the student body below! 
Greetings, Tigers! I'm 
CourtneyAllen, your Graduate 
Student Government (GSG) 
president-elect for the 2017-
2018 school year, and I'm 
excited and passionate to 
represent the graduate student 
body. I want to thank everyone 
who uplifted and supported 
me during this process. I'm 
elated and honored to help 
represent Clemson and its 
graduate students. 
This year I want to 
fucus on many tasks, and 
work to create progress for 
graduate students. 
Working with my 
executive cabinet, steering 
committee, Senate and 
all graduate students, I 
plan to assess the ways in 
which graduate students are 
incorporated on campus. It's 
important to understand what 
we as graduate students really 
want from our experience at 
Clemson. I feel the best way 
to do this is to assess what 
we currently have access to 
and what services we hope to 
obtain. I will focus on assessing 
committees/taskforces that 
graduate students are a part 
of as a way to ensure we are 
represented and our voice 
is heard. 
Next, I will focus on 
creating an engagement/ 
involvement plan for graduate 
students on all campuses 
(Main, Clemson One, UCG, 
Greenville Health System, CU­
I CAR, Anderson, Charleston 
and Distance Education 
Online). Involvement 1s a 
critical part to any student 
experience, but especially the 
graduate student experience as 
it is more rigorous and requires 
a lot of time and energy daily. 
However, I believe as graduate 
students, we should still 
havi! a great graduate student 
experience that challenges 
and supports the progression 
toward our degree. I will task 
my executive cabinet to ensure 
that all events and initiatives 
coming from GSG will have 
a specific outcome/impact 
for all graduate students on 
all campuses. 
Finally, I want 
professional development to 
be a focal part of the graduate 
student experience and I plan 
to create programs that will 
Photo contributed by Aury Kangelos 
GSG Vice President-elect • 
Aury S. Kangelos 
Major: policy studies 
Hometown: Union City, Tennessee 
help build the skills graduate 
students need to be successful 
in any field. Another way to 
provide more professional 
development opportunities is 
by utilizing the professional 
development programs 
provided by the Graduate 
School. These programs 
are specifically created 
just for graduate students 
from all majors, with the 
overarching goal of helping all 
graduate students. · 
Everything I want 
to accomplish will not be 
possible without input and 
involvement from all graduate 
students, so I will challenge 
all graduate students to get 
engaged and help me move this 
experience forward. 
Working with Vice 
President-elect Aury Kangelos, 
I plan to create a graduate 
experience that challenges, 
engages and motivates students 
to make an impact on Clemson 
and the world. 
President-elect 
What a time to be 
a Tiger! I want to begin 
by expressing my deepest 
gratitude for being granted 
the opportURity to serve 
as the Graduate Student 
Government (GSG) vice 
president for the upcoming 
academic year. I also want 
to say a special thank you to 
the graduate students I've had 
the privilege ofspeaking with 
over the past few months. 
Your words of support 
were what kept me moving 
forward, and I cannot thank 
you enough. Lastly, but most 
importantly, I want to send 
the highest praise to both 
President Bryant and Vice 
President Nanney. Having 
the opportunity to work 
with them over the past 
year has been nothing short 
ofinspiring. 
As a student body, we 
find ourselves at a unique 
juncture in the history of 
Clemson University. Over 
the past year, more changes 
have taken place on this 
campus than in recent or even 
distant memory. Not only 
has the fa,;ade and footprint 
of the campus changed 
dramatically, but the standing 
and recognition of this 
institution has been raised 
to unfathomable heights 
GSG President-elect 
Courtney Allen 
Major: educational leadership 
Hometown: New York City 
development trauung into 
every Senate session. 
Since you have trusted 
me with this honor, I 
- , promise to ensure a level of 
accountability worthy of the 
title of vice president. This 
is your student government 
and as such you deserve to 
know what is happening in 
those chambers. I will work 
with the incoming Senate 
to promote, draft and pass 
legislation that improves 
your experience at Clemson 
University. I ask that you 
h0ld me to that promise. 
Finally, I look forward 
to working with President­
elect Courtney Allen. 
Having the opportunity 
to work with Courtney in 
the Executive Cabinet over 
the past year has shown me 
her resolve and depth of her 
commitment to the graduate 
student experience. I have no 
doubts in her leadership and 
abiliry to move the student 
body in the right direction. 
Once again, thank you 
all for this most humbling 
ofopportunities. 
Vice President-elect 
throughout the country and 
across the globe. While the 
forthcoming growth is ever 
promising, the challenges 
that come with this growth 
and how we meet those 
challenges will define us · 
for far longer than any new 
building or trophy. 
As graduate students, 
there is nothing we cannot 
accomplish with a shared 
voice and common purpose. 
To help channel that voice, I 
will partner with the Senate, 
Steering Committee and 
the Executive to update the 
GSG Strategic Plan. Over 
the next year, I aim to meet 
with as many organizations, 
departments and programs 
as possible to establish a clear 
direction for the future. With 
the right roadmap, I am 
positive that there is nothing 
we cannot accomplish. 
Next, following up the 
work from Vice President 
Nanney, I aim to continue 
instilling a culture of 
professionalism within the 
Senate. I want to ensure 
that our senators are not 
only giving of their time, 
but also leave this experience 
better people and better 
professionals. Part ofreaching 
this goal is incorporating both 
· leadership and professional 
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How Trumpcare breaks campaign 
promise made by the president 
Ansley Birchmore 
Contributor 
Over the course of the 
2016 election, then candidate 
Donald Trump promised to 
repeal the Affordable Care 
Act (ACA) and replace it 
with "something terrific" that 
would "take care ofeverybody." 
However, the American Health 
Care Act (AHCA) released by 
House Republicans on Monday 
night is not something terrific. 
In comparison to the ACA, the 
AHCA takes benefits from the 
poor and gives them to higher 
earning Americans. 
The plan released on 
March 6 would cut funding 
to states that cover low-income 
adults through Medicaid while 
at the same time repealing 
subsidies for out-of-pocket 
expenses. On the other hand, 
the rich would receive new 
benefits not available to them 
under the ACA. Americans 
with higher incomes would 
become eligible for subsidies 
and the taxes on high incomes 
would be repealed, giving the 
highest earning Americans 
a tax break at the cost of the 
poor and sick. In addition, the 
plan would allow people to save 
more money every year in a 
tax-free health savings account, 
benefitting people who pay 
high income tax rates and 
have extra money to put into 
these accounts. 
The AHCA, also 
known as "TrumpCare" in 
Washington, goes even further 
by including a tax break for 
insurance companies that 
pay their CEOs more than 
$500,000 a year. Not only 
does the plan cater to people 
with a high income, it also 
threatens the health care of 
over 20 million Americans 
who gained coverage through 
the ACA. According to S&P 
Global Ratings, between 6 
and 10 million people would 
lose health insurance if the 
Republican bill became law. 
S&P said that if the AHCA 
was passed, enrollment in the 
individual health insurance 
market would decrease by 2 to 4 
million people and there would 
be an estimated decline of4 to 
6 million people in Medicaid 
after 2020. In addition to 
reducing the number of 
insured Americans, the GOP 
plan would specifically hurt 
older Americans who need 
health insurance. 
TrumpCare would allow 
for insurance companies 
to charge older customers 
up to five times what they 
char.ge younger customers, 
an increase from the ACA. 
The bill also targets women's 
health by defunding Planned 
Parenthood for a year and by 
making the new tax credits 
unable to be used for health 
care that covers abortions. 
However, the AHCA does 
keep the more popular aspects 
of the ACA: Insurers cannot 
deny coverage based on pre­
existing conditions, annual or 
lifetime caps are banned and 
dependents can stay on their 
parents' insurance plans until 
they are 26. The Republican 
plan would also get rid of 
perhaps the most unpopular 
mandate from the ACA, 
meaning that people would 
not be penalized for not having 
health care. 
While this may seem 
good for young, healthy 
Americans who do not want 
to spend money on insurance, 
this plan gives people a strong 
incentive to not buy health 
care until they are sick which 
in turn drives up prices for 
the sick and elderly. Although 
the proposed plan will raise 
the cost of insurance for those 
who benefitted from the ACA, 
Rep. Jason Chaffetz (R-UT) 
proposed that people could 
afford it by simply choosing not 
to buy iPhones. 
The Republican plan in 
its current form will not fulfill 
Trump's campaign promise 
of extending affordable health 
care coverage to all Americans, 
though there is some doubt over 
whether the GOP will be able 
to "repeal and replace." 
If the Republicans do 
repeal the ACA it will most 
likely have severe political 
consequences in the upcoming 
2018 and 2020 elections. 
Congressional Republicans 
have been plagued with 
constituents at town halls 
demanding that the A CA not be 
repealed, especially not without 
a replacement in place. 
Though the process is still in the 
early stages, it seems as if these 
protests have been working. 
Sens. Rob Portman (R-OH), 
Shelley Moore Capito (R-WV), 
Cory Gardner (R-CO) and Lisa 
Murkowski (R-AK) released a 
signed letter stating that they 
would not support a bill that 
would reverse the Medicaid 
expansion in their state. Other 
Republicans such as Senator 
Rand Paul (R-KY) rejected the 
plan for not being conservative 
enough and even described it as 
being "Obamacare Lite." 
The bill needs 50 votes 
to pass in the Senate, meaning 
that the Republican leadership 
cannot afford to lose more than 
2 senators. Differing views 
within the Republican Party 
and public pressure might kill 
the bill before it reaches the 
president, saving millions of 
Americans the health care they 
so desperately need. 
If President Trump 
does sign the AHCA he 
will be breaking yet another 
promise that he made to the 
American people. 
One year later: a letter from 
the Paw Pantry 
The Paw Pantry is 
Clemson's fust on-campus 
food, hygienic item and school 
supply pantry. It is located next 
to the space formerly known 
as Chili's Too, now a "Union 
Classroom" on the fifth floor 
of the University Union. As 
of this weekend, we have been 
open and available to Clemson 
students for a year. 
The Paw Pantry's 
work is simple: provide an 
opportunity to distribute food 
and items necessary for daily 
life to Clemson students. We 
stand in solidarity with our 
student body and our campus 
community in the process of 
combatting food insecurity. 
Food insecurity exists when 
there is a limited or uncertain 
availability of nutritionally 
adequate and safe foods, or 
an uncertain ability to acquire 
food in socially acceptable 
ways. Food availability and 
accessibility among wJJege 
studenrs has been studied. iii 
recent years across the nation, 
with numbers reaclµng 
as high as 25 Eer<;en~ of 
student populations. 
In the creation of the 
Pantry, we sought to foster a 
space on our campus where all 
students would feel welcome, 
regardless of background 
or current circumstances. 
Our volunteers, all students 
themselves, are trained 
about various offices and 
organizations available in 
the community outside of 
our walls in order to answer 
so"" PAW f:>,1 
~~· 
photos contributed by Emily Blackshire 
any questions about other 
resources which might be 
available to our clients. 
The pantry is an imperfect 
solution to a systemic issue. 
The rising expenses associated 
with a university education 
leave many of our best and 
brightest students financially 
stunted, temporarily or in the 
long term. Student expenses 
do not stop at tuition alone; 
textbook prices, rent and 
meal plans are often expensive 
supplementary costs. While 
the term "broke college kid" 
seems almost like an endearing 
side effect of one's university 
experience, the pantry sees the 
impacts of financial hardship 
on a deeper level. Whether our 
pantry neighbors are stopping 
in to provide for themselves 
on a once-a-semester or once­
a-week basis, the pantry hopes 
to provide enough to alleviate 
stresses associated with not 
having a meal or being unable 
to wash one's dothes due to 
lack oflaundry'detergent. 
So, ~appy fttst. bittb'day 
to thilil?aw Pantry''and endless • 
thanki to those who have 
breathed life into it in. our 
first year. Thank you Student 
Affairs and Campus Activities 
and Events for granting us 
a space to operate. Thank 
you Kate and Whitney for 
working through legai jargon, 
determining best practices 
and endlessly supporting 
our efforts. To our social 
media supporters, partner 
agencies and general friends 
of the Pantry, thank you 
for directing students our 
way when they need us and 
thank you for being our 
loudest microphone. 
Thank you to our donors 
for your insurmountable 
generosity. From Dr. 
Thomas and her English 
Department colleagues, to 
Parking Services, to Greek 
Organizations, to everyone 
who has anonymously 
dropped a bag on the lobby 
desk, from the bottoms of our 
hearts, thank you. You make it 
possible to provide for all types 
of needs experienced while at 
Clemson. To our volunteers, 
thank you for extra time spent 
organizing or carrying boxes 
or just hearing clients and 
other volunteers out. Thank 
you for being students that 
love other Clemson students 
enough to spend hours ofyour 
week being the hands and feet 
of the Paw Pantry. 
And most importantly, 
to our clients, thank you for 
trusting us enough to check us 
9ut. Thall{ you for advocating 
for your own needs and for 
sharing your stories when it felt 
right. Thank you for telling 
your friends about the Pantry's 
existence and thank you for 
being a part of this campus. 
Each of you is so valuable 
to this university and we are 
grateful that we have been able 
to work alongside you to make 
this possible. 
In solidarity, 
I 
I 
I 
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Joseph Messier Failing to do so results you don't get a late start to sleep are those annoying to provide. What I am After you break a of few of 
TimeOut Editor in being late for whatever the day! little intervals of time about to tell you should the deity of time's bones, 
obligations you have later If you're feeling tired throughout the day when only be used in dire cases it should be easy to peel 
I think we all know during the day. In order to because of the sleep you you would otherwise be of daylight-savings-time­ back the threads of time 
that the bi-yearly daylight make sure you don't forget lost Saturday night, try doing nothing. Some related exhaustion. Grab itself and literally get 
savings time can be rough. to set your clock back and taking 12 five-minute prime examples of this are a coffee maker and set it your lost hour back. I'm 
The hour gained in the fall aren't late for anything, naps throughout the day when you are in line to up like you were going not really sure how doing 
isn't so bad. Who wouldn't my best advice would be to make up for the lost get lunch, waiting in the to make a normal cup of this would affect everyone 
like an extra hour of to acquire a large number hour. Five minutes times elevator or waiting on that coffee, but this won't be else's time, but who cares? 
sleep? However, the hour of clocks, around thirty or 12 equals one hour, so you stupid document to load just any old cup of joe. You get that extra hour of 
lost in the spring can be so. Set each clock's alarm should be all caught up as on your computer. Think When you are all ready sweet, sweet sleep back. 
a real killer. That one to go off at the same time far as sleep goes. For those of all that precious time to go, instead of pouring So whatever method 
hour, that 23-hour day and then carefully arrange of you out there with you could have used for water into the tank, fill it you choose for recovery 
that everyone dreads, is them around yourself. busy schedules, however, napping, wasted. up with your energy drink from DST, good luck 
arguably one of the worst The constant ticking away I understand how you So maybe you're not of choice. You'll be lucky and godspeed! 
days of the year. In light 
of this recent tragedy, here 
of their hands will either 
relax you or remind you of 
might (ironically) not have 
time throughout your day 
sleepy, but just plain 
exhausted. I would suggest 
to sleep at all for the next 
two days after consuming ±I 111111111111111 H·III I t:: = = are some ways that you 
can (hopefully) recover 
from the disaster that is 
"springing forward ." 
the impermanence of life 
and that death eventually 
comes for us all. No 
worries, though. When 
to get in those essential 
five minutes. Don't worry, 
there's a quick fix for this. 
Instead of five-minute 
investing in a large amount 
of energy drinks, coffee or 
both. Drink a few cups of 
coffee or liquid energy in 
the resulting brew. 
For my last piece of 
advice, I'm not exactly 
sure how you would do 
= Have more tips : 
- or stories about -- -§ springing forward? §= = It's obviously 
extremely important to 
set your clock one hour 
forward for the spring 
daylight savings time. 
all the alarms eventually 
go off simultaneously, 
you will most certainly be 
awake, if not frightened 
for your life. Either way, 
all the alarms will ensure 
naps, try 60 one-minute 
naps. You still get the 
same amount of sleep, but 
you don't have to sleep 
as much all in one go . 
Some of the best t imes to 
the morning and you'll 
perk right up. Sometimes, 
though, there are times 
that you need way more 
energy than simply coffee 
or a can of Monster is able 
this, but I believe in you. 
All you have to do is find 
Father Time and beat him 
into submission. How 
hard can it be to punch 
an old guy's lights out? 
= Email timeout@ = 
: gmail.com for := a chance to be = 
::: featured In our next::: = issue! = -
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l:hings to do during 
your 'do nothing' 
spring brea 
Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Photo courtesy of pixabay 
Saavon Smalls 1. Netflix ... OUTSIDE: texting your ex? You get the 6. Kill the sun: The sun remortgage ·their house. If 
Editor-in-Chief Everyone always says thrill of a "teenage dream," honestly thinks it's so great they don't have a house, 
Netflix, but I'm going to without having to actually - providing those kids steal enough for them to 
add a new element to it . follow through. Double who are on actual trips with have to sell their car. I 
We are so dangerously Why watch "Tarzan" in points if they played fun and enjoyment. What if NOTE: Thisclose ro Spring Break, I your stuffy house when you you to begin with. Take it weren't a thing anymore? 9. Immediately end 
can taste it. I mean literally could watch "Tarzan" in the #wastetheirtime2017 to a Find the sun's location and your relationship with article is 
taste it, and it tastes like wild. By wild I of course whole new level! physically fight it until it your friends: If they cared 
sweat from last-minute mean, your backyard in succumbs to your will. You about you, they wouldn't ,completely
gym workouts (someone suburbia. But to be honest, 4. Tweet about the don't have to be sad about have had fun without you. 
didn't follow his or her that's a dangerous place, nothing you're doing: The spring break if spring is no You're the Kim to their fictitiOUS· 
New Year's resolution) too. There are dads who best part about spring break longer a season. Kourtney and Khloe, not 
and procrastination. wear opened-toed sandals, is getting to gloat to your the other way around. and . 
Ifyou're like me and are socks and ugly jeans, all friends about how much 7. Pet sit for your Immediately block them. 
too financially irresponsible intentionally. That's scary. of your parents' money friends and then steal said If they ask what the issue does not 
to spend money on trips to you decided to blow to pet's love away from them: is, call them inconsiderate 
the biggest beach locations 2. Get chocolate­ have a one week trip. If This one is self-explanatory. for not already knowing necessarily 
in the nation, you're lucky. wasted: People usually you're doing nothing, that If your friends are going and leave. You're not being reflect theBut we all don't get that spend half of their spring really cramps the ability to have fun without you, overdramatic; they're being 
luxury. Secret time: it 's breaks drinking, with the to gloat . However, you then screw them. Take your under-dramatic. thoughtstaken me 20 years of my life other half slumped over a should still tweet . Why? friend's dog and make it 
' to actually go somewhere toilet with a hangover. By Because in seven days when your new best friend. Make 10. Single-handedly and views .for spring break. And getting chocolate-wasted, everyone asks you what sure to rub it in your friend's end spring break: This 
whether your reasoning is you get the feelings of a you did during the break, face when they come back. should've been step one, of Thefinancial issues or social buzz without the puking you just tell them to hit up Continue the action until bur since you're such a good 
skills worse than a quiz afterwards. That is unless your profile. the pet makes the conscious person, you waited until Tiger, nor
bowl geek (me in high you are a lightweight, in decision to follow you things got wall-watching 
school), missing out on which case, Weeny Hut 5. Cry: This one sounds around. If your friend isn't levels of boring. Write a its staff. 
an out-of-Clemson spring Juniors should be open this negative, bur hear me our. in rears, you haven't done a letter to everyone. Literally 
break doesn't mean it's the spring break. According to a statistic proper job. everyone, none of them It is for 
end of the world. I would I made up, the average specific people, asking 
know - there were times 3. Text your ex: Another college student cries about 8. Steal your parents' them to cancel spring humor 
where I called on the world element of spring break that four times every semester, a money: If they had been break. When it's done, 
I to end because I couldn't go entices people are the flings. number which is amplified born rich, then you have a sense of entitlement purposes 
anywhere. Regardless, here's No matter how far it gets, during finals. If you get would've had enough knowing you killed a week. 
a few things you should do people is always looking your crying over with, money to go on spring Put it on your resume only. 
while everyone's soaking up for that someone to get maybe you won't have to break. You have every right and collect your fortune 
the skin cancer sun rays at their hormones pumping worry about it anymore. to steal money from them. in fun-crushing. You've 
I the beach. and their heart sracing. Give them no mercy. Steal done it: you've survived 
Why don't you do that by enough to force them to spring break. 
I 
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Aday without 
women 
Two women's 
perspectives on IWD, 
being a woman at 
Clemson 
Photo courtesy of Wikimedia 
WESLEY SKIDMORE, CONTRIBUTOR 
On March 8, the United A Day Without Women the women's movement, women emphasizes the value they want to get half as far as says. "Don't try to protest 
States saw another women's met mixed reactions due and feminism as a whole is that society doesn't place a ma! " e. everything and anything. 
rights protest with A Day ro the turnout compared still gaining momentum. on us." One of the most Decide which issues are 
Without Women. Women to the Women's March on Holding the protest on As a part of CUSG, interesting findings in central for you, educate 
all over the country refused Washington in January. The International Women's Day Gregoris, among many Lawless' work concerns yourself about them, and 
to work, wore red and previous protest brought served to mark March 8 as other young women, is the chance women have of then find ways to make your 
stopped spending money. millions from around the a day of women's solidarity situated in the perfect being elected if they run. She words and actions count. Oh, 
The purpose was to show world onto the streets to and freedom. position ro see first-hand found that women and men and run for office!" 
what a huge impact women protest both the rampant Clemson Undergraduate how women experience the have the same likelihood In agreement, Lawless 
have on the American society sexism in the United States' Student Government world differently than men. of obtaining office if they says: 'J\.rtend protests. Fund 
and economy. presidential campaign season (CUSG) Sen. Madison Gregoris gives one recent both run. However, Lawless male and female candidates 
At the same time, and the prevailing systemic Gregoris explained in more example that she witnessed explains that women just who support feminist 
Clemson University forces that perpetuate depth the influence ofA Day during the student body aren't placing themselves on agendas. And consider 
welcomed the director of the inequality among men and Without Women. presidential election. the ballot. running for office yourself 
Women and Politics Institute women. In comparison, the "Our society hinges "When guys would go to "There is a qualifications because that's the best way 
at American University, protest on March 8th, while on women in order to campaign tables, they would gap which shows that men to ensure feminist voices will 
Jennifer Lawless. She gave still impactful, seems to have function," Gregoris said. walk up to the male candidate, and women who have be heard." 
a talk for International drawn smaller crowds. "Ideally, the day was to show immediately assuming he was the same educational and Gregoris agrees with 
Women's Day about research Director of the Program both solidarity with women the presidential candidate professional background both women that it is vital 
she has collected on why in Women's Leadership across the country and to and not the vice. I saw this are not equally likely to to get off the sidelines when 
women do not run for at Clemson, Diane prove a point that women happen both with Killian believe they are qualified it comes to women's protests, 
political office. When asked Perpich, explains how she are essential in all facets [McDonald] and with to run for office," Lawless but also that men and women 
about the contradiction of thinks the protest oflife." Jess [Schnorr] ." said. "With qualified men, must obtain a complete 
working on a day that women will affect political However, if this is the Lawless specializes in you see about sixty percent understanding of feminism 
across the country chose not action. case, then another argument research about women in running for office; and with and privilege. 
to work on in protest, Lawless "I think it's only seems inevitable: that society politics and aggrees with women, you see only about 'J\.s feminists, we 
explained her Catch-22. one of many actions that also hinges on men. Gregoris Gregoris in some aspects. C "1orty percent. cannot shame women for 
"I was stuck m a women will undertake eloquently explained the "Not all discrimination So then, without victim not participating," Gregoris 
dilemma. Do I work on this over the next several years difference: "We live m a m politics 1s m women's blaming but also calling said. "We must consistently 
day or not?" Lawless said. to advance the goal of society that caters to men. heads," Lawless explained. attention to an issue that support all women regardless 
"But I decided to speak women's equality," Perpich In this patriarchal society; "They perceive widespread persists in modern politics, of race, religion, and sexual 
because encouraging a group explained. "No one day or it's easier to be a man. That's and ram..rant discrimination Lawless and Perpich charge or gender identity; because 
of young women to run for one action will achieve the why the pay gap exists; that's in the political s phere. So, young women, especially that is die root ·of it""'all' and 
office is one of the few jobs movement's objectives." why sexism exists. And so, they think they must be college age, to get involved. that is what the movement is 
that I think is acceptable." As Perpich illustrates, the purpose of a day without twice as qualified to run if "Stay engaged," Perpich truly about." 
"St. Patty's Day" 
March 13 - March 19 
This Friday, March 17, is Saint Patrick's Day. In the spirit of 
the holiday, you can co-mplete this word search while you kick 
back with a pint and heaping plate of bangers and mash. Will 
you have luck onyour side andfind every word? Don'tforget to 
weargreen soyou don't get pinched! We also added a personal 
touchfrom, our very own layout editor, Nicole! 
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HBDMALPAL PINCH 
GREEN FOLKDANCE 
STPATTY DUBLIN 
POTOGOLD 
IRISH 
CLOVER 
CATHOLIC 
LUCKY 
LEPRECHAUN 
MARCH 
RAINBOW 
PUB 
IRELAND 
SHAMROCK 
SNAKES 
Word search composed by Timeout Team; http://tools.atozteacherstuff.com/word-search-maker/wordsearch.php 
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Take atour &get a 
-
I 
------------el""'a--------------
centre 
ON COLLEGE 
Leasing Center: 383 College Ave 
Community: 386 College Ave 
You're going 
to love it here:
864.653.7444 
111111 AM ERICAN CAMPUS COMMUNITIE S 
I Rates/installments, dates, fees, prize, renderings & amenities subject to change. Rates/installments do not represent amonthly rental amount (and are not prorated), Q L 
but rather the total base rent due for the lease term divided by the number of Installments. In the event that your accommodation within the community is not ready .....,. 0.. 
for occupancy on 8/12/17, we will compensate you in the amount of $1 ,000 in the form of a gift card. Early move-In dates excluded. To remain eligible for On-Time 
I Move-in Guarantee resident must comply with all terms & conditions of their lease agreement. Prize value up to $7,500. See website for rules and regulations . First 
100 leases signed by 3/31 /17. Limited time only. While supplies last. Select floor plans only. Actual prize may vary. See office for details. 
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The Signs During 
Spring Break 
Goes home and does absolutely 
nothing. 
Gets sunburned. 
. ·,' 
Gets stuck at the airport. · '··, 
Visits Cancun. 
Has to work all spring break, 
Sleeps. 
Gets stuck babysitting younger 
siblings. · 
Goes on a crui§e. 
Does homework. 
Gets arrested for bar fight. 
Builds a dank sand castle. 
Backpacks aro~nd Europe. 
Across 
1 - Ornamental coronet; 
6 - Mex. neighbor; 
9 - Hilton competitor; 
14- Rod used to reinforce 
concrete; 
15 - Parked oneself, 
16- Spooky; 
17 - Building design creator; 
19 - Whit~dblack bearlike 
mammal; 
20 - Parisian possessive; 
21 - Actively engaged; 
22 - Attempts; 
23 - At the apex of; 
25 - Relaxes; 
26 - -- island Ferry; 
29 -1V horse; 
31 - Ostrich or emu; 
32 - Hear:ing distance; 
36 - Put on the market; 
37 - Thunder Bay's prov.; 
38-Cut out; 
40 - Correspondences; 
43 - Bathhouse; 
45 - Brainchild; 
46 - Early stage; 
47 - Pop pieces; 
50- June 6, 1944; 
51-Hue; 
52-Wmgs; 
54 -F;ist flier; 
57 - White poplar; 
58 - Gaz.ette; 
61- "Endymion" poet; 
62- "Wheel ofFonune" buy; 
63 - Stop on ___; 
64 - Sea eagles; 
65 - NFL 6pointers; 
66 - _ I can help it!; 
Down 
1 - Streetcar; 
2 ·- Able was _ ..., 
3 - Basics; 
4 - It's a bit ofcheer; 
I 5 - Jackie's second; 
6 - Deplete; 
7 - Pouches; 
8 - ABA member; 
9 - SAT take:S 
•• 10 - A long time; 
11 -Army lead~?; . 
12 - They get high twice a day; 54 _Rotisserie part; 
., 
13- embon 
18 - Steakhouse order; 
23 - Leaning; 
24 -Asian occasion; 
25 - Auction ending?; 
26 - SAT take.rs; , 
27 - Chinese weight; , 
28 - Salt tree; 
29 - Brainy org.; 
30 - Doublecrosser; 
33 - Pastime; 
34 -Actor Sharif, 
35 -Minute; 
37 - Mine find; 
39- Chinese "way"; 
41 - Large, striped female 
feline; 
Begley and Wynn;42 _ 
· 43 - Surrenders, as territory; 
44 _ Doctors' org.; 
47 _ Temperate; 
48 - Upstate New York city; 
49-Nickof"Lorenzo's Oil"; 
50 - Coolidge's vice president; 
51 - Birthday treat; 
52 - Med school subj.; 
53 - Grant temporary use of, 
AQUARIUS• 
Jan. 20 - Feb. 19 
,,i/ ' ~~ PISCES 
!'l ~ Feb. 20 - March 20 . 
ARIES 
March 21 -April 20 
. 
I 
'8TAURUS i 
w. ,~> April 21 - May 20 ' .. 
f 
' 
\~GEMINI
1-''v) May 21 -June 21 
'1\\ 
f ..--t--+----1( /:'~:~~ ' --~-, CANCER 
---------i! 
=-======-~ 
55 - Truck stop sight; 
56 - Not kosher; 
59 - Metal container used for 
frying; 
60 - "Much About 
Nothing", play by 
Shakespeare; 
Last week's 
crossword answers 
, 
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HOROSCOPES: 
~..,.~, June 22 -July 22 
0-
.,, ~.. ,
• I ,..., 
• I . 
~ f'I LEOCT "' July 23 - Aug. 23 
r., "" 
@J 
VIRGO 
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 
~UBBASept. 23 - Oct. 23 
I; ~ 
SCORPIO'~ ~;:~~:::... _.....,... _... 
-:t. Oct. 24- Nov. 21 r.._, 
A◊. SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 
~ CAPRICORN
1 ~ Dec. 22 - Jan. 19 
Horoscopes by The TimeOut Team 
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